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L iving paycheck to paycheck continues to be the pre-
dominant financial lifestyle in the United States, even as 
inflation has dropped from 9.1% in July 2022 to 3.7% in 
August 2023, according to the Bureau of Labor Statis-

tics’ Consumer Price Index.1 Consumers continue to adjust their 
lifestyles to live within their means, yet 60% live paycheck to 
paycheck as of August 2023, with 19% struggling to pay monthly 
bills . Those living paycheck to paycheck include as many as 45% 
of high-income consumers . Despite efforts to manage budgets 
and put aside savings, many consumers across financial life-
styles report that their financial standing fluctuates with the 
seasons .

Nearly half of all consumers say that their finances are par-
ticularly tight at specific times of the year, including 28% of 
those not living paycheck to paycheck — with December, i .e ., 
the holiday season, being the month most cited . When grouping 

WHAT’S AT STAKE

distressing factors by quarter, changes in utility bills topped the list 
of reasons for Q1, tax payments led in Q2, school expenses led in Q3 
and events and celebrations led in Q4 . To smooth out these seasonal 
fluctuations, 1 in 5 consumers across all financial lifestyles cite using 
credit products as their top strategy .

These are just some of the findings detailed in this edition of New Real-
ity Check: The Paycheck-to-Paycheck Report, a PYMNTS Intelligence 
and LendingClub collaboration . The Seasonal Financial Distress Deep 
Dive Edition examines the impact of seasonal spending on consum-
ers’ ability to manage expenses and put aside savings . This edition 
draws on insights from a survey of 4,218 U .S . consumers conducted 
from Aug . 2 to Aug . 15 and an analysis of other economic data .2,3,4 

This is what we learned. 

© 2022 PYMNTS All Rights Reserved

1 Author unknown . Consumer Price Index . U .S . Bureau of Labor Statistics . 2023 . https://www .bls .gov/cpi/ . Accessed September 
2023 .

2 Author unknown . Consumer Credit - G .19 . Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System . 2023 .  
https://www .federalreserve .gov/releases/g19/current/ . Accessed September 2023 .

3 Author unknown . Current Employment Statistics - CES (National) . U .S . Bureau of Labor Statistics . 2023 .  
https://www .bls .gov/ces/ . Accessed September 2023 .

4 Author unknown . Consumer Price Index Summary . U .S . Bureau of Labor Statistics . 2023 .  
https://www .bls .gov/news .release/cpi .nr0 .htm . Accessed September 2023 .

© 2023 PYMNTS All Rights Reserved

of consumers lived paycheck to paycheck 
as of August 2023.

60%

https://www.bls.gov/cpi/
https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/g19/current/
https://www.bls.gov/ces/
https://www.bls.gov/news.release/cpi.nr0.htm
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Source: PYMNTS Intelligence  
New Reality Check: The Paycheck-to-Paycheck Report, September 2023

N = 4,218: Whole sample, fielded Aug . 2, 2023 – Aug . 15, 2023
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FIGURE 1: 

Consumers living paycheck to paycheck
Share of U.S. consumers living paycheck to paycheck, over time

© 2023 PYMNTS All Rights Reserved
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01 02
SEASONAL SHIFTS

Nearly half of consumers say their financial  
standing fluctuates seasonally, including close  

to one-third of consumers not living  
paycheck to paycheck.

48%  
Share of consumers who say their 
finances are particularly tight at 
specific times of the year

LITTLE CHANGE
At 60% in August 2023, the share of U.S.  

consumers living paycheck to paycheck is 
unchanged from August 2022.

45% 
Share of consumers in the higher end 
of the income spectrum — those 
annually earning $100K or more — who 
see themselves as living paycheck to 
paycheck

Key Findings    |    09
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03 04
MORE CREDIT
Using credit products to smooth out seasonal  
dips in financial standing is a top strategy across 
all financial lifestyles.

36% 
Share of consumers feeling 
seasonal stress who used credit 
products, with 20% citing credit 
usage as their top strategy

CELEBRATIONS COST
The factors that introduce seasonal financial 
distress vary significantly throughout the year, 
but events and celebrations are the most cited 
by consumers overall.

55% 
Share of consumers facing seasonal 
swings in financial standing who 
cited events and celebrations as a 
reason for seasonal financial distress

Key Findings    |    11
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At 60% in August 2023, the share  
of U.S. consumers living paycheck  
to paycheck is unchanged from 
August 2022.

The share of consumers living paycheck to paycheck includes as 
many as 45% of consumers in the higher end of the income spectrum 
— those who annually earn $100,000 or more . Among consumers 
annually earning between $50,000 to $100,000, 62% lived pay-
check to paycheck as of August 2023 . The share of low-income 
consumers — those annually earning less than $50,000 — living 
paycheck to paycheck stands at 76% . Just one-quarter of low- 
income consumers report not living paycheck to paycheck .

The share of struggling paycheck-to-paycheck consumers remains 
practically unchanged year over year as well . As of August 2023, 
19% of consumers lived paycheck to paycheck with issues paying 
bills . The share of consumers living paycheck to paycheck without 
issues paying monthly bills is 41%, also unchanged compared to 
last year . With ongoing inflation, U .S . consumers remain resilient 
by adjusting their spending to live within their means .

PYMNTS  
IN DEPTH

Consumers across financial lifestyles  
continue to find ways to manage their cash 
flows but may still face financial distress 
due to seasonal swings in spending.
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FIGURE 2: 

Consumers in different income brackets who live paycheck to paycheck 
Share of U.S. consumers living paycheck to paycheck, by annual income
 

Source: PYMNTS Intelligence  
New Reality Check: The Paycheck-to-Paycheck Report, September 2023

N = 4,218: Whole sample, fielded Aug . 2, 2023 – Aug . 15, 2023
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FIGURE 3: 

Consumers’ financial lifestyles 
Share of consumers with different financial lifestyles, over time
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Source: PYMNTS Intelligence 
New Reality Check: The Paycheck-to-Paycheck Report, September 2023 

N = 4,218: Whole sample,  
fielded Aug. 2, 2023 – Aug. 15, 2023 
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Nearly half of consumers say  
their financial standing  
fluctuates seasonally, including  
close to one-third of consumers  
not living paycheck to paycheck.

Seasonal fluctuations in financial conditions can induce 30 million 
consumers not living paycheck to paycheck to think and act as if they 
do live paycheck to paycheck . While 49% of all consumers consider 
their financial situation particularly tight at specific times of the year, 
28% of consumers in this group do not live paycheck to paycheck . 
Meanwhile, 60% of consumers living paycheck to paycheck without 
issues paying monthly bills cite experiencing seasonal shifts in their 
financial livelihood, as do 67% of those struggling to pay bills . At 60%, 
millennials are the generation most likely to say that their financial 
situation is particularly tight at specific times of the year . Also, 57% 
of consumers with a household size of four or more say the same .

Source: PYMNTS Intelligence  
New Reality Check: The Paycheck-to-Paycheck Report, 

September 2023
N = 4,218: Whole sample,  

fielded Aug . 2, 2023 – Aug . 15, 2023
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FIGURE 4: 

Fluctuations in financial stress  
Share of consumers whose financial stress varies throughout the year,  
by demographic
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December is the month most cited by consumers as 
the most financially stressful across all financial life-
styles, and holiday spending is the most likely reason . 
Thirty-six percent of all consumers cite December as 
a month where they experience seasonal financial dis-
tress, followed by November and January, at 19% and 
15% of consumers, respectively .

Two-thirds of consumers who cite nonessential spend 
as the main reason they live paycheck to paycheck 
say their financial situation changes significantly 
throughout the year . Although these changing finan-
cial situations could also be explained by seasonal 
incomes or general splurges, holiday spending, which 
consumers often expect, is technically a nonessential 
expense . Consumers who cite insufficient income as 
the main reason they live paycheck to paycheck are 
less likely to say their financial situation changes sig-
nificantly throughout the year, at 60%, suggesting that 
the holiday season may be less of a factor .

Insufficient 
income

LIVING PAYCHECK 
TO PAYCHECK

Large amount 
of debt

Paying for  
family members

Nonessential 
spending

64%60%62% 66% 66%

FIGURE 5: 

Paycheck-to-paycheck consumers and seasonal financial distress  
Share of paycheck-to-paycheck consumers who experience seasonal  
financial distress, by the top reason they live paycheck to paycheck

TOP REASON FOR LIVING PAYCHECK TO PAYCHECK

Source: PYMNTS Intelligence  
New Reality Check: The Paycheck-to-Paycheck Report, 

September 2023
N = 2,666: Respondents who live paycheck to paycheck, 

fielded Aug . 2, 2023 – Aug . 15, 2023

Share of all consumers who cite  
December as a month where they  

experience seasonal financial distress

36%
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The factors that introduce seasonal 
financial distress vary significantly 
throughout the year, but events and 
celebrations are the most cited by 
consumers overall.

With consumers citing December and November the most as times 
of financial stress, it is little surprise that 55% of consumers facing 
seasonal swings cite events and celebrations as a reason for finan-
cial distress, with 32% saying this is the top factor for such stress . 
Consumers in large households and bridge millennials, at 36% and 
41%, respectively, were the groups most likely to cite events and cel-
ebrations as the top reason for financial distress .

When examining the data further, 32% of consumers cited changes 
in utility bill costs as a reason for seasonal financial stress, with 13% 
saying this is the top contributing factor . Thirteen percent of respon-
dents also cite tax payments as the top reason for seasonal financial 
distress, and an additional 15% say it is a factor, albeit not the most 
important . This is followed by vacation expenses, with 27% reporting 
that as a factor for seasonal financial stress . For 22% of consumers, 
clothing needs or school-related expenses are reasons for financial 
distress at certain times of the year . 

FIGURE 6: 

Factors causing seasonal financial stress 
Share of consumers citing select factors that cause seasonal  
financial stress, by level of importance
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The factors that increase financial stress change with the seasons . 
When grouping distressing factors by quarter, no factor was at the top 
of the list more than once . At 18%, changes in utility bills topped the 
list of reasons cited for Q1 . Tax payments led in Q2, with 40% of con-
sumers reporting this as a reason for seasonal financial distress . In Q3, 
school expenses topped the list, with 18% citing this factor as contrib-
uting to their financial stress . Events and celebrations topped the list 
in Q4, with 47% of respondents citing this as the top reason they felt 
financially stressed .

Share of respondents who cite 
events and celebrations as the 

top reason they felt financially 
stressed in Q4

47%
FIGURE 7:  

Financial stressors by time of year 
Share of consumers ranking the top reasons for experiencing seasonal 
financial stress, by most stressful quarter
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Using credit products to smooth  
out seasonal dips in financial standing 
is a top strategy across all financial 
lifestyles.

While nearly half of consumers say that cutting back on nonessential 
spending is a strategy they use to deal with seasonal financial dis-
tress, the most frequently cited coping strategy across all financial 
lifestyles is using credit . Overall, 36% of consumers feeling seasonal 
financial stress use credit products, but 21% say this is their top 
strategy . This share is virtually the same as respondents who cite 
cutting down on nonessential spending as their top strategy . Even 
so, 47% of consumers cite cutting down on nonessential spending 
as a strategy, while 40% say spending less on basic needs is another 
strategy . Forty-one percent of all respondents say they use savings 
to deal with seasonal financial distress . 

FIGURE 8: 

Dealing with seasonal financial distress 
Share of consumers citing select strategies for coping with seasonal 
financial distress, by usage level
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New Reality Check: The Paycheck-to-Paycheck Report, September 2023
N = 2,113: Respondents who feel more financial stress during certain times 

of the year, fielded Aug . 2, 2023 – Aug . 15, 2023
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Using credit to deal with seasonal financial distress is a popu-
lar strategy for all consumers . At 23%, paycheck-to-paycheck 
consumers without issues paying their bills cite credit product 
usage as their top strategy — slightly more than the 20% of  
paycheck-to-paycheck consumers struggling to pay bills and the 
17% of consumers not living paycheck to paycheck who say the 
same . 

The financial management strategies consumers most favor vary 
with their financial lifestyles . At 26% each, consumers not living 
paycheck to paycheck are the most likely to use savings or cut 
back on nonessential spending to smooth out seasonal finan-
cial stress . Meanwhile, paycheck-to-paycheck consumers with 
issues paying their bills are the most likely to skip or make par-
tial payments and to spend less on basic needs, at 19% and 14%, 
respectively . Struggling consumers are the least likely to use 
savings and cut back on nonessential spend, at 10% and 13%, 
respectively . This indicates that struggling consumers have lim-
ited resources and cut back where they can when not turning to 
credit products to cope with seasonal financial distress .

FIGURE 9: 

Top ways consumers deal with seasonal financial distress 
Share of consumers citing the top strategies they use when coping 
with seasonal financial distress, by financial lifestyle
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Source: PYMNTS Intelligence 
New Reality Check: The Paycheck-to-Paycheck Report, September 2023  

N = 2,113: Respondents who feel more financial stress during certain times of the year,  
fielded Aug. 2, 2023 – Aug. 15, 2023 
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While 78% of credit users 
believe they could accommodate 
an unexpected monthly payment 
of $500, 1 in 4 say it would cause 
significant financial stress.

More than half of credit product users believe their level 
of debt does not harm their financial standing — although 
this share drops significantly among paycheck-to-paycheck 
consumers — and 17% think it has a slightly negative impact . 

The share of consumers who think their level of debt has a 
very or extremely negative impact on their financial standing 
jumps from 2 .2% among those not living paycheck to pay-
check to 11% for those living paycheck to paycheck without 
issues paying bills and 34% for those struggling to pay their 
bills .

DATA   
FOCUS

Using credit products to cover expenses during 
financially stressful times can negatively impact 
consumers’ financial standing. 
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Facing a sudden increase in debt payments of $500 —  from the resur-
gence of student loan payments, for example — would leave 42% of 
paycheck-to-paycheck consumers unable to meet their debt obliga-
tions . While 65% of those struggling to pay bills would not be able 
to cope with such an increase, this share drops to 25% among those 
without issues paying their bills . Just 1 .4% of consumers not living 
paycheck to paycheck think they could not face such an increase in 
debt payments . 

Generation X consumers and bridge millennials, at 28% each, were 
the most likely to say they could not cope with a sudden increase in 
debt payments of $500 . This indicates that paying off a new loan of 
$500 per month could be hardest for these consumers as they may 
face other financial responsibilities, such as household expenses, 
mortgage payments and car loans due to their stage of life .

No impact at all

Slightly negative

Somewhat negative

Very or extremely negative

FIGURE 10: 

The impact of credit product usage on financial standing 
Share of consumers whose credit product payments in the last three months had select  
impacts on their financial status, by demographic

Source: PYMNTS Intelligence 
New Reality Check: The Paycheck-to-Paycheck Report, September 2023

N = 3,383: Respondents who have made credit product payments in the last three months,  
fielded Aug . 2, 2023 – Aug . 15, 2023
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ACTIONABLE   
INSIGHTS

Consumers who cite nones-
sential spending as the main 
reason they live paycheck 
to paycheck are more likely 
to say their financial situ-
ation changes significantly 
throughout the year, while 
those who cite insufficient 
income are less likely to 
say the same . This suggests 
that those who engage in 
nonessential spending may 
splurge even more around 
the holidays should con-
sider establishing a budget 
and adjusting the volume of 
purchases . 

02
There is a clear correlation 
between each quarter of 
the year and the key factors 
that increase financial stress 
among U .S . consumers . 
Many consumers, especially 
those struggling to meet 
their monthly financial obli-
gations, could benefit from 
identifying their peak spend-
ing months and proactively 
budgeting for these major 
quarterly expenditures .  
 

03
The share of U .S . consumers 
living paycheck to paycheck, 
including those struggling to 
pay their monthly bills, has 
remained unchanged com-
pared to August 2022 . This 
suggests that although con-
sumers are still feeling the 
weight of rising costs of liv-
ing, many have found ways 
to adjust their spending to 
better serve their financial 
obligations . 

01
Even as cutting back on 
spending is often a first 
response when faced with 
financial stress, a significant 
portion of consumers across 
all financial lifestyles turn to 
credit products to help them 
cope with seasonal spikes in 
expenses . Using credit prod-
ucts to cover expenses in 
financially difficult times can 
negatively impact consumers’ 
financial standing, so con-
sumers should only rely on 
credit as a financial manage-
ment tool instead of support 
to help them stay afloat .  

04



New Reality Check: The Paycheck-to-Paycheck 
Report — The Seasonal Financial Distress Deep 
Dive Edition is based on a census-balanced 
survey of 4,218 U.S. consumers conducted from 

Aug. 2 to Aug. 15, as well as an analysis of other eco-
nomic data. The data in this report is not intended to be 
a representation of LendingClub’s core member base . The 
Paycheck-to-Paycheck series expands on existing data 
published by government agencies, such as the Federal 
Reserve System and the Bureau of Labor Statistics, to 
provide a deep look into the core elements of American 
consumers’ financial wellness: income, savings, debt and 
spending choices . Our sample was balanced to match the 
U .S . adult population in a set of key demographic vari-
ables: 51% of respondents identified as female, 33% were 
college educated and 38% declared incomes of more than 
$100,000 per year .
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LendingClub Corporation (NYSE: LC) is the parent company of 
LendingClub Bank, National Association, Member FDIC. LendingClub 
Bank is the leading digital marketplace bank in the U.S., where members 
can access a broad range of financial products and services designed 
to help them pay less when borrowing and earn more when saving. 
Based on more than 150 billion cells of data and over $85 billion in 
loans, LendingClub’s advanced credit decisioning and machine-learning 
models are used across the customer lifecycle to expand seamless 
access to credit for our members, while generating compelling risk- 
adjusted returns for our loan investors. Since 2007, more than 4.7 million 
members have joined the Club to help reach their financial goals. For 
more information about LendingClub, visit https://www.lendingclub.com.

PYMNTS Intelligence is a leading global data and analytics platform that 
uses proprietary data and methods to provide actionable insights on what’s 
now and what’s next in payments, commerce and the digital economy. 
Its team of data scientists include leading economists, econometricians, 
survey experts, financial analysts and marketing scientists with deep 
experience in the application of data to the issues that define the future of 
the digital transformation of the global economy. This multi-lingual team 
has conducted original data collection and analysis in more than three 
dozen global markets for some of the world’s leading publicly traded and 
privately held firms.

New Reality Check: The Paycheck-to-Paycheck Report — The Seasonal Financial 
Distress Deep Dive Edition may be updated periodically. While reasonable efforts 
are made to keep the content accurate and up to date, PYMNTS MAKES NO 
REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, REGARDING 
THE CORRECTNESS, ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS, ADEQUACY, OR RELIABILITY OF 
OR THE USE OF OR RESULTS THAT MAY BE GENERATED FROM THE USE OF THE 
INFORMATION OR THAT THE CONTENT WILL SATISFY YOUR REQUIREMENTS OR 
EXPECTATIONS. THE CONTENT IS PROVIDED “AS IS” AND ON AN “AS AVAILABLE” 
BASIS. YOU EXPRESSLY AGREE THAT YOUR USE OF THE CONTENT IS AT YOUR 
SOLE RISK. PYMNTS SHALL HAVE NO LIABILITY FOR ANY INTERRUPTIONS IN THE 
CONTENT THAT IS PROVIDED AND DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD 
TO THE CONTENT, INCLUDING THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY 
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT AND TITLE. 
SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF CERTAIN WARRANTIES, 
AND, IN SUCH CASES, THE STATED EXCLUSIONS DO NOT APPLY. PYMNTS RESERVES 
THE RIGHT AND SHOULD NOT BE LIABLE SHOULD IT EXERCISE ITS RIGHT TO 
MODIFY, INTERRUPT, OR DISCONTINUE THE AVAILABILITY OF THE CONTENT OR ANY 
COMPONENT OF IT WITH OR WITHOUT NOTICE. 

PYMNTS SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER, AND, IN 
PARTICULAR, SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, 
OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES, OR DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF REVENUE, 
OR LOSS OF USE, ARISING OUT OF OR RELATED TO THE CONTENT, WHETHER SUCH 
DAMAGES ARISE IN CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, TORT, UNDER STATUTE, IN EQUITY, AT 
LAW, OR OTHERWISE, EVEN IF PYMNTS HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF 
SUCH DAMAGES. 

SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW FOR THE LIMITATION OR EXCLUSION OF 
LIABILITY FOR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, AND IN SUCH CASES 
SOME OF THE ABOVE LIMITATIONS DO NOT APPLY. THE ABOVE DISCLAIMERS AND 
LIMITATIONS ARE PROVIDED BY PYMNTS AND ITS PARENTS, AFFILIATED AND RELATED 
COMPANIES, CONTRACTORS, AND SPONSORS, AND EACH OF ITS RESPECTIVE 
DIRECTORS, OFFICERS, MEMBERS, EMPLOYEES, AGENTS, CONTENT COMPONENT 
PROVIDERS, LICENSORS, AND ADVISERS. 

Components of the content original to and the compilation produced by PYMNTS 
is the property of PYMNTS and cannot be reproduced without its prior written 
permission. 
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